Joplin Humane Society Monthly Scavenger Hunt

*Combining Fun & Helping the shelter animals at JHS*

**Starts:** July 15th 2019   **Ends:** July 30th 2019

**RULES:**

1. Have FUN earning points by completing Missions.
2. Each Mission is worth (1) point, videos are (2) points.
3. Complete your missions and turn them in by the end date.
4. Complete at least 6 missions & get entered in a small prize drawing.
5. The team with the most Mission Points, WIN! Your picture will be put on our Facebook page and your team will win a small prize.

**MISSIONS:**

**PHOTOS:**

- Take a picture with the JHS Sign
- Find & take a picture of a Shelter Cat that has the letter “T” in its name. NAME:______
- Find & take a picture of a Shelter Dog with “BROWN” Hair. NAME:______________

**VIDEOS:**

- Find & take a video of a shelter dog that will do a trick, for a treat. NAME:___________
- Find & take a video of 2 shelter animals playing together. NAMES:__________________
- Make a short video telling us (1) reason why you LOVE JHS

**CRAFTS:**

- Create an art piece inspired by JHS (to give away or keep)
- Find materials to make a Cat Toy

**TRIVIA:**

- Answer the QUESTION of the month regarding the shelter
  - July—> How much does it cost to feed the shelter animals for one month???
- Find a BLACK Dog, and search the kennel card to find out what day the animal arrived at the shelter. NAME:_______________________ DATE ARRIVED:____________
- Find the Cat Condos, & count how many Cats are living in the condos right now. DATE:____________ # of Cats:__________
SOCIAL MEDIA:

- Find your favorite photo/s you took, & Upload it to any social media & tag JHS. SOCIAL MEDIA USED: __________________________________________________________
- Find the JHS Facebook page to send or post pictures. SENT: ____YES _____NO

DONATIONS:

Find & Choose 5 out of the 20 items to Donate to JHS

(For every 5 items donated off the list, you get (1) point)

1. Kong Toys
2. Peanut Butter
3. Kitty Litter
4. Kitten Formula (KMR)
5. Bleach
6. Towels
7. Paper Towels
8. Toilet Paper
9. Treats
10. Dry Dog Food
11. Permanent Markers (Sharpies)
12. Alcohol Wipes
13. Glass Cleaner
14. White Copy Paper (8-1/2 x 11)
15. Hand Sanitizer
16. Office Max Gift Cards
17. Distilled Water
18. Martingale Collars
19. Cat Beds
20. Bottle Scrub Brushes

*Please send Photos, videos, & Trivia answers to: volunteer@joplinhumane.org *

NAME/TEAM:______________________________________________________________

DATE:___________________________________________________________

PHONE #:______________________________________________________

EMAIL:__________________________________________________________

ARE YOU CURRENTLY A VOLUNTEER AT JHS? ___YES ___NO

Would you like information about Volunteering? ____YES ____ NO THANK YOU

***For any questions, Contact Tasha May at 417-623-3642 ext: 120***

OFFICE USE ONLY:

Mission Points ______________________ Date Completed: ______________________